
Here at the TfL Craft Club we’ve 
been looking at imaginative ways to 
help us, our families and friends keep 
creative during these extraordinary times. 
We’ve put together a selection of our 
favourite crafts which we would like to 
share with you. We hope you enjoy them 
and they spark creative joy for you during 
these extraordinary times. 

We’d love to see your finished creations, 
please share them us at TfL Craft Club HQ
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poemsontheunderground.org

Would you like to write a poem about The Poetry Bus?

Imagine that you are travelling to a secret place on a magic Poetry Bus. 
Instead of running on petrol, the magic bus runs on poetry. So you need to 
write a poem to keep it going.

If you say your poem about The Poetry Bus out loud as you are writing it, 
the bus will go even faster.

First of all, you might like to read some poems about trains and buses. Try 
saying them out loud – you’ll find that they have all kinds of secret rhymes 
and rhythms.

We have included some wonderful poems 
on the following pages for you to read out 
loud to your friends, family, cat or just to 
yourself if you’re feeling a bit shy!



Now you can start writing your own poem about The Poetry Bus. You 
might like to start with a line like this: 

This bus is going to a secret place called ….. (make up the name)

The bus is off – and to keep it 
going, describe what you see 
from the window. Since this 
is a magic journey, you might 
see the strangest things. Or 
you might see the ordinary 
things anyone might see on 
a bus trip: farms and fields, 
roads and rivers, mountains 
and monsters, just about 
anything that has a bit of 
rhythm or rhyme when you 
say it out loud.

When The Poetry Bus arrives 
at its first stop – which you 
can invent – you can start a 
new section, like this: The 
first stop is at a place called 
(make up the name)
 

The Poetry Bus can stop as often as you feel like describing the sights 
along the way, or any strange thoughts you might have about your 
journey. Until you finally arrive at the secret place – which can be the 
last line of your poem.
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Buses on the Strand

The Strand is beautiful with buses,
Fat and majestical in form,
Red like tomatoes in their trusses
In August, when the sun is warm.

They cluster in the builded chasm
Corpulent fruit, a hundred strong,
And now and then a secret spasm
Spurs them a yard or two along.

Scarlet and portly and seraphic,
Contented in the summers prime,
They beam among the jumbled traffic,
Patiently ripening with time,

Till, with a final jerk and rumble,
The Strand tomatoes, fat and fair,
Roll past the traffic lights and tumble
Gleefully down Trafalgar Square.

by RP Lister



Here’s another idea. How about writing a poem called: 

Three Small Dogs on the Northern Line
 
-- or on any other form of transport, a bus, a 
ferry, an airplane, etc.

Or you could write about three cats, or two 
turtles, or four snakes, or just about any 
creature which appeals to you.

So start with your title: “Three Small Dogs 
(or Cats, or Snakes) on the Northern Line 
(or any other kind of transport).

Your first line can give each animal a name. 
Then each new line of your poem can answer the 
following questions about these unusual travellers.

1. What are their characters like?
(for instance, Raffy is rambunctious, 
Katty is kantankerous, etc -- you can 
make up the words and the spelling)

2. What are their favourite foods?

3. What are their favourite 
activities?

4. What are they thinking?

5. What are they saying?

6. What happens when they get to 
the last stop?

Where do I
change for
Barking?



Here’s an example of a poem by a wonderful Scottish poet, Edwin Morgan, 
which he wrote for the Underground trains in Glasgow. It’s called The 
Subway Piranhas It begins like this:

Did anyone tell you
that in each subway train
there is one special seat
with a small hole in it
and underneath the seat
is a tank of piranha-fish
which have not been fed
for quite some time.

Can you imagine what happens next? Here’s a clue: 
piranha fish are famous for their extremely sharp teeth…

In fact, the Glasgow Underground decided it would 
be too dangerous to put this poem on the trains. 
They thought it might upset the passengers.



Did anyone tell you
that in each subway train
there is one special seat
with a small hole in it
and underneath the seat
is a tank of piranha-fish
which have not been fed
for quite some time.
The fish become quite agitated
by the shoogling of the train
and jump up through the seat.
The resulting skeletons
of unlucky passengers
turn an honest penny
for the transport executive,
hanging far and wide
in medical schools.

The Subway Piranhas

by Edwin Morgan



60 seconds with 
Poems on the Underground
Poems on the Underground began in 1986 when three poetry 
lovers persuaded London Underground to post some poems on 
its trains. Over thirty years later, over 500 poems have appeared 
on trains and at stations, helping to give commuters a moment 
of inspiration during their journey. The programme in London has 
inspired similar projects in cities around the world, including 
New York, Dublin, Paris, Moscow, and Shanghai.

We’ve asked the Editors of Poems on the Underground some questions about poetry that 
might help you understand what poetry brings to the world.

TfL Craft Club (TfL CC): How do you choose poems to go on the Underground?

Editors (Eds): We put together a long list of our own favourites, drawn from the best 
poetry of all times and places. The poems need to be short enough for tube travellers to 
read easily in a short journey, and appealing enough to inspire several readings. We keep a 
special place for living poets, and for less well-known poets whose work has contributed 
to the diversity and richness of English and World poetry.

TfL CC: Why do people write poetry?

Eds: People write poems to reflect human experiences, from the birth of a child to the death 
of a loved one. Sometimes poetry reflects the joy someone might get from listening to music, 
or walking in the woods, or listening to birdsong. Poetry gives people a way to express their 
feelings in a musical form of words, and to share their feelings with many others.

TfL CC: Why do people read poetry?

Eds: Poetry has an uncanny power to remind us that people have been resilient even in the 
most difficult times. It can let people know that they are not alone. It can cheer people up 
when they are feeling bad. And it can provide a brief moment of peace when people are on 
the Tube!

TfL CC: How should people read poetry?

Eds: Any way that they want! Some people read poetry because they like the way the 
words come together on the page, or the way they sound when spoken out loud. Other 
people read poetry because it can provide a moment of calm. And still others read poetry 
to understand the way that people from other cultures or other times must have felt. 
There’s no wrong way to read poetry.



You can find more poems about magic journeys, dreams, roses and daffodils, 
nightingales and seagulls, and lots of other interesting things by going to our 
website poemsontheunderground.org.

If you’re aged between 11 & 17, 
why not send your new poems to 
The Poetry Society’s Foyle Young 
Poet of the Year Award? It’s free to 
enter, and there are loads of great 
prizes on offer. The deadline is 
31 July 2020, and all the details are 
here foyleyoungpoets.org

The Poetry Society’s Foyle Young Poet of the Year Award
 
TfL Craft Club are very excited to join up with fellow creative writing crafters, 
The Poetry Society, to let you know about a very exciting competition. Want 
to know more? Of course you do! Here’s how to get involved...



Thankyou London Underground

Here’s to the gaps, the maps
And the elapse of a hundred and fifty years since that first
Steaming monster hurled
Through its Metropolitan Minotaur world.

by John Hegley



Share your illustrated poem with London
Poetry helps us to see the world in many ways, it gives us the opportunity 
to encounter the world from another person’s perspective. Stories are 
told, ideas shared, landscapes created, people introduced and lessons 
learned through poetry. You will see the poems shared in this edition of 
craft club have been illustrated, the images show us how the artist has 
visually interpreted the poem.

Why don’t you have a go at illustrating one yourself? You can choose one 
of the poems in this edition, we have created some templates for you on 
the following pages, or choose from one of the many poems that can be 
found at poemsontheunderground.org 

Have a crafternoon of joy with pencils, pens, paint, collage, scrap material, 
whatever inspires you. The best of the illustrated poems will be displayed 
on our transport network and social media channels for all our customers 
to enjoy.

Please send your illustrated poem to poetry@tfl.gov.uk by Friday 31, July 2020
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